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Engaging resources for understanding the importance of bodies and spaces in producing and interpreting persuasive language

This volume collects essays that represent intellectual milestones that are informing sociorhetorical interpretation during the twenty-first century. The essays are arranged into five parts: (1) Topos; (2) Cultural Geography and Critical Spatiality; (3) Rhetorolects and Conceptual Blending; (4) Rhetography; and (5) Rhetorical Force. The contributors are Jon L. Berquist, L. Gregory Bloomquist, Bart B. Bruehler, Claudia V. Camp, Lynn R. Huber, Roy R. Jeal, George A. Kennedy, Carolyn R. Miller, Vernon K. Robbins, and Robert H. von Thaden Jr.

Features:
• Tools for integrating multiple approaches to biblical interpretation
• Resources that emphasize the importance of language that prompts mental pictures in effective rhetoric
• Essays from classicists, rhetoricians, and biblical scholars
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